
It was with great relief that we heard No Fuckin’ 
Clue’s trail instructions, 5k of mostly flat territory with 
the usual assortment of four legged critters along the 
way, so there were about 34 smiling faces plodding 
out of the site and as good as his word we didn’t need 
the oxygen masks or any other specialised gear. 
Sixty metres or so from the start the paper took us 
sharp right and onto an incline, well some may 
have called it a hill but only a small one, more of a 
hillock and half-way up said hillock the pillocks
came to the  first of his Checks which sat smiling at 
us and with a choice of 3 directions it gave one or 
two a moment to Checkhang but On On was called 
quickly enough and the signs were good as level 
ground stretched ahead. 



• The paper could have been more regular but heh that’s 
just being pedantic, the area round there is a hill climbers 
dream so he did a great job to pick out an interesting trail 
on relatively even terrain.



The subject of Nannying sometimes crops up, some 
say it’s not necessary but on the other hand it helps 
in occasions when there are multiple choices and 
usually does away with the Hare having to go out 
sweeping for lost souls 



NFC did just enough on Saturday, popping up on 
his gayly coloured trike to offer advice and 
maybe the tiniest of short cutting hints.



Anyway, he marshalled everyone home safely 
and even DFL was guzzling before the last 
Hasher checked in.



New “Go Faster” shoes!



There was never really any doubt 
about the result and despite Yin 
trying to cajole adverse comments, 
a great shout went out for a 
tremendous Hash.



Everyone, well 
nearly everyone, 
behaved on the 
trail but Crive did 
recommend an 
icing for our 
beloved GM 
Tangerine Man, 
accused of silence 
on the trail so he 
cooled down 



Then Chastitty came in to castigate Bombastic 
and the no name Swiss/Thai couple, the offence 
remains a mystery.



Crive had a set of new 
bootees and despite 
claims to the contrary 
the give away was the 
price tag stuck to the 
sole, so he smiled and 
sucked the shoe dry.



• Serial Circleblabber Bags did it again and even 
as he headed to the ice bucket he was still 
yabbering.
• Johnny come Lately shared the FRB ball and 
chain with Tangerine Man, question, how can 
they run next time out.
• Chastitty announced that Bombastic and she 
had been together 3 years having met at our 
KSH3, well done.



NFC also had an announcement, he and his Frau have been for some 
time distributing food packs to needy local people and as it was his 
birthday he’d brought along a slab of ale and anyone handing over paper 
dosh could have a chilled tinnie and the money would help buy some 
more food packs, great work



• T.M. was hosting a BBQ and pool party next week but because of the situation it 
has been postponed and instead he will be offering us a trail on a specially extended 
cricket pitch on Saturday in the Namuang area mmmmm.

• KSH 3 supports all measures to contain the spread of Covid-19. 
Therefore, all runs and events are cancelled until the situation improves.


